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EvenScientists Can☂t Halt Power Shovels
HE ☜LOVE-HATI☝ relationship of

modern culture and science must

have manyhistorical and psychological

roots. Some of them are mutually con-

tradictory.

We hear that ☜scientists are too in-

different about the consequences of

their discoveries,☝ but also that ☜the

technocrats are trying to run our

lives.☝ This ambivalence may flow di-

rectly from the nearly total depend-

ence of modern life on technology, on
which is then focused every grievance,

real or fancied, that human imperfec-

tion can produce.

Technology is, of course, a powerful

amplifier of those imperfections and

must Share a burden of responsibility,

together with human nature and other

human institutions, for the inhumani-

ties of modern life. But if we think of

technology as the devil, we will waste
our strength in vain theological contro-

versies over the best ritual formula for

exorcising it.
Rather, it is a somewhat wonderful,

but often wild and ignorant creature

that we must yet learn to domesticate.

We must then understand

technology within its so-
cial context in a fashion
that most scientists and

technologists have neglec-

ted before.
Fresent-day discussion of the ☜evils

of technology☝ contains more angry

metaphor than useful diagnosis. One
of our most constructive, and poctic,

critics♥Lewis Mumford♥has faulted

the nuclear physicists who argued

against the atomic bombing of Hiro-

shima for stopping short of ☜☁a general

strike of scientists and technicians.☝

Should the scientists alone control

such decisions? What would the fur-

ther consequences have been if sucha

technocratic coup had failed, or even

worse, if a scientific junta had sue-

eeeded?
Mumford neglects to mention the

trial of J. Robert Oppenhcimerforlit-

tle more than his lack of enthusiasm

about developing the H-bomb. Oppen-

heimer☂s conviction must rank with the

inquisition of Galileo as the Establish-

ment☂s guideline for a scientist☂s place.

As J.D. Bernal pointed out in his ☜Sei-

ence and History,☝ the Galileo affair

set the pattern) whereby scientists

could ☜carry on their work free from

religious interfercnees so long as they

did not trespass in the religious

sphere ... producing the type of pure

scientist who kept out of controversies

of a religious or political kind.☝

AnInsoluble Problem?
LSEWHEREIN ☜The Myth of the
Machine,☝ Mumford finds a truer

target in the failure of Albert Einstein

and his associates ☜to mobilize the in-

telligence of mankind to prevent such

potentially catastrophic energy from

being prematurely released.☝ But this

failure was not for want of trying.
☜Polities is far more difficult than

physics,☝ and the problem may be fun-

damentally insoluble in a world system
of nation-states.

Before we call for a new act of mar-

tyrdom that might symbolize the reset-

ting of the balance between private

genius and public responsibility, we

need a better understanding of the po-

litical processes by which they can be

harmonized. The problem is no differ-

ent than the central dilemmaof relat-

ing individual freedom to the collec-

tive welfare in a democratic society.

But if the scientist has abdicated a

political power he never had♥to con-

trol the uses of the technology he in-

spires♥who does have that responsibil-

ity? The answer to this question is so

elusive that it understandably aggra-
vates the ☜green rebellion.☝ A clearal-

location of responsibility could lead to

rational confrontation and tolerable

compromises. As it stands now,weall

watch helplessly while the power shov-

els denude the earth♥and the mostso-

phisticated scientist can truthfully
say, ☜Who, me? What do I have to do
with that clumsyrelic of last century☂s

machines?☝ --

The confusion of responsibility is

well ilkistrated by the memoirs of Al-

bert Speer, headlined as the modern-

day Faust. The confession of his wiser

years is a compelling human docu-

ment. No thirst for scientific knowl-

edge but rather mediocre architecture

was his ruling passion in bargaining

with the devil. The flawed artist, turned

expert manager, now reflects that

☜Hitler☂s dictatorship . employed

the instruments of technology to

dominate its own people.☝ But heis re-
ferring mainly to the radio and the
telephone as instruments of communi-
cation and command, and aboveall to
the technology of management hy
which every citizen was made to abdi-
cate his sense of personal moral re-
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sponsibility for the acts of the State.

He calls this technocracy, but it has

nothing to do with science or technol-

ogy. It is, simply, total bureaucracy.

A Two-Headed Bludgeon
HE METAPHORS of ☜1984☝ that
☁the new technology of electronic

surveillance and computerized dossiers

would give a fascist state an over-

whelming advantage over its citizens

are difficult to challenge. However, as

Speer noted, an autocratic educational

system that smothers skepticism also
dulls the technical competence needed

to tend the complex machines.

Furthermore, the neo-technical so-

ciety is ever more vulnerable ta dis-

ruption by small numbers of urban

guerrillas. The more complex our vital

instruments, the more the tranquility

of our daily lives depends on the con-

sent of all the governed.

Over 30 years ago, the sociologist

Robert K. Merton initiated a more sys-

tematic line of thinking about science

as a social phenomenon. In writings

collected in a volume entitled ☁Social
Theory and Social Structure,☝ he fore-

saw a backlash against the very princi-

ple of dispassionate objectivity. This

principle is as essential for the method
of science as it is troublesomein its

psychological and social impact. He

caulioncd that ☜it may salve the con-
science of the individual man of sci-

renter eT ae errs

ence to hold that an inadequatesocial

structure has led to the perversion of

his discoveries. But this will hardly
satisfy an embittered opposition. The

assumption that the social effects of

science must be beneficial in the long

run... involves the confusion of

truth and social utility which is

. in the non-logical penumbra of

science.☝

This is not to say that social utility

follows more naturally from supersti-

tion and scientific falsity than. from

objective research. But Merton☂s fore-

sight was a warning that scientists had

better discover how to justify them-
selves to the community. Unfortun-

ately he did not offer a detailed pre-

scription how they might keep their li-

conse, ner do we have one as yet, Neve

ertheless, it is good technical practice
to define your problemsas afirst step

to seeking the solutions.

To work out such a program willre-

quire new channels of cooperation

among scientists, engineers and their

social critics. We can, for example,

compare our own problems of technol-

ogical change with the modernization

of less developed societies and thereby

learn from those whom we sometimes

patronize.

We are indeed learning that

more careful assessment of new

technology should precede our commit-

ment to it. This has already provoked

much thought about the instruments

to make the assessmentreal and vital.

Better that technology assessment be

the habitual function of pluralistic

ongoing institutions than having to in-

vent a new one each time. And we are

never sure when ☜each time☝really is.

Regulating Regulators
HE NATIONAL regulatory agency

has an undeniable place; but the

regulator himself needs watching, and

innovations inevitably outpace the for-

mal laws. Questions like threats to

privacy from computer applications

have needed carcful study before sen-

sible and routinely enforceable laws

could be written.

The public interest law firm is a so-

cial invention that attracted much in-

terest when the Internal Revenue

Service recently withheld, then finally

appraved, its tax-exempt status. The
need for cautions about possible

☁

abuses of this device for private advan-

tage cannot be disputed.

After more experience, Congress

might restudy the legal basis of these

firms together with that of the class

action suits that may become their
main avenue of effective change. Prop-

erly registered and regulated, such

firms could eventually finance them-

selves with fees and damagescollected

in successful suits against unfair ex-

| ploiters of personal advantage and the
i coHective environment. They could

then also advance the painstaking re-

search often needed for protecting con-

sumer and environmental interests.

But this extension from legal action

to aggressive counter-technology is an
experiment for the future. The public

interest firms already have many chal-

lenges whose asséssmentis all too ob-

vious to laymen☂s eyes, ears and noses.

Another existing device for assessing

science and technology is the univer-

sity, the fountainhead of most basic re-

search, Now squeezed from all direc-
tions, including more rigid mission-ori-

entation in many federal grants, the

university may soon lose the vigor

needed to pursue its historic function

of independent criticism. Yet this is
perceived as an indispensable part of

an institutional environment in which

good research can flourish.

The indirect cost, or overhead, of

any mission-oriented research contract

should then include a tithe for undi-

rected, critical studies. (Uniike the

commercial business, the university

cannot earn a profit as a way of nour-
ishing its awn growth.) First priority

should be given to work on independ-
ent critical assessment of goal-oriented

projects, a scrutiny to which the spon-

sors may not always be sympathetic.

This proposal will get short shrift at

a time when overall budgets for sci-

ence are being calculatingly shrunk

and remaining funds are channeled

into work with obvious, short-term rel-
evance. We are to see many more ex-
amples of the second law of technical

dynamics♥quick payoff projects al-

ways have the worst side effects for

lack of scrupulous investigation. An-

other principle may keep us more con-

tent: When we keep our heads in the

sand, we will be spared knowing what

hit us. We can always blame it on a

devil.
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